Shopify Integration with Sage 100

Shopify is a Software as a Service (SaaS) ecommerce platform that is trusted by over 1,000,000 businesses
worldwide. Products can be sold online, in store, or even on social media. Its flexibility and ease of use
has made it a prevalent selection for Sage 100 and Sage 100cloud customers.
In addition to their popular ecommerce options, Shopify and Shopify Plus,
we can also integrate Shopify Point of Sale, making this platform a great
choice for businesses that have both sales channels. The combination brings
together in-store purchases and on-line sales, offering both hardware and
merchant services all on one platform. Businesses are able to have better
insight into their data and can provide purchase options for their customers.

Connect with Confidence
Developed with our Sage Development partner Gold license, IN-SYNCH®, iis a Sage 100 installed application that
provides real-time, bi-directional data synchronization with Shopify. We can accommodate customers using just
about any version of Sage 100 and its predecessors. IN-SYNCH is a flexible tool that can be used for multiple types
of integration needs from just the basics to complex, customized systems.

Features & Benefits of Our Integration Solution
Proven - Our solutions are proven, mature, and bug-free. You can rest assured that you
will not be our “trial and error” project.
Secure - Data exchanges are initiated and controlled from within the Sage 100 server,
making IN-SYNCH the most secure architecture possible.
Bidirectional - Integrate and synchronize all relevant data between Sage 100 and the
third-party system, whether the data originates in Sage 100 or the external system.

Real-time - Automatically synchronize changes and updates as they occur.

Independent - The two systems run independently, so if one happens to be down for
maintenance, the other system stays up. The two will sync up automatically.

Lightning Fast - Efficient data mirroring methods are available for maximum speed.

Sage 100 integration beyond
Shopify
Our engineers can assess the solution needed to integrate your

Integration Points:
The following are some of the touch points that
are available with a Shopify integration:
Bring Ecommerce Orders and Customer
data into Sage 100 as Sage Sales Orders

Sage 100 platform with e-commerce sites, 3PL, marketplaces,
omni-channels, third-party shopping carts, custom sites or
databases, and any other system. Because we completely

Send Tracking, Order Status, Inventory
Quantities, Standard Price to Shopify

understand the Sage 100 file structure and how to integrate
using the third-party API, we can perform most any type of

In-store sales to Sage 100 as paid
invoices, or create a Sales Order when
item is Out of Stock, complete with
Tracking when item ships to customer

integration necessary for Sage 100 customers.
We specialize in Sage 100 process automation, from intercompany
transactions to tokenized credit card integration. IN-SYNCH is

And More!

infinitely versatile, able to be expanded into complex solutions
that will pay dividends in return on your investment.

“

What People
Are Saying

“The ROI team made our switch to shopify easy.”
Vicki Hightower, Director of Finance, Klean Kanteen

Klean Kanteen introduced the world’s first BPA-free metal hydration bottle in 2004 to give people a better option than
toxic plastic and lined aluminum bottles and create an alternative to single-use container pollution. When Klean Kanteen launched a new Shopify e-commerce site, ROI switched their integration using IN-SYNCH and the Shopify connection was a breeze.

Let’s Get Started
Give Us a Call:
402-934-2223

Visit Us Online:
roi-consulting.com

Send An Email:
sales@roi-consulting.com
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